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Will low cost services be also equally welcome,
and how would they be handled?

MM will set up a Pre-Paid goods and services account for each
CQV Trust beneficiary, the Pre-paid account will be credited from
time to time via trust conversions, credit balances administered
by the CQV Trustees via the appointed trust manager to buy low
cost goods and services. The conversions that credit the Pre-paid
credit will vary by beneficiary depending on their needs and
wants. 

MATRIXFREEDOM MARKETPLACE Q&A

Q

A

I don’t currently have any sales literature to
put in front of them about MM, nor do I know
how the commission structure will work for
any sale made through MM to any such
service/product provider I introduce

Right now there is a website page https://matrixfreedom.life/mm-
marketplace/ providing a high-level overview and webinar video.
Marketing collateral will be developed early in 2023 following the
feedback period.

Q

A

What sort of amount of vendors will be on MM?
Will there be a vast choice of certain things?
Also, will vendors themselves need to be a SPC?
And if so, will these vendors, in order to set up
the MM, complete the process of SPC ahead of
others waiting for this to happen for them?

Q

https://matrixfreedom.life/mm-marketplace/
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I expect a wide and growing range of Vendors will join MM in
each postcode area of the UK. Vendors do not need to be SPC or
access their own CQV Trusts. I anticipate the majority of Vendors
will set up as SPC and access their CQV Trust when they see
others buying their goods and services from their CQV Trust. I
also expect that Vendors will sign up as Affiliates and or Network
Originators and refer their existing customers to
MATRIXFREEDOM and CQV Trustees for SPC and access to their
CQV Trusts as this will create increased profits for the vendor. 

A

If a client can't find what they are looking for
from a vendor, would there be a way of putting
a request out, like a "Wanted" noticeboard? 

I prefer if the CQV Trust beneficiary (consumer) refers a Vendor
that supplies the goods or services to MM, this process will
establish an organic growth in the range of Vendors and will
enable MM to grow its Vendor members without a marketing /
sales drive. 

Q

A

Will we be able to see vendor profiles of some
sort?

Q

Yes, a full profile of each Vendor will be available via the MM
platform 

A

If you buy more than once from the same
vendor (furniture for example) could you have
a tab account so you don't have to wait for
products?”

Q

Yes if the Vendor offers a tab account A
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How will it work to pay for smaller priced
items, (shopping, food, clothes etc)?

MM will set up a Pre-Paid goods and services account for each
CQV Trust beneficiary, the Pre-paid account will be credited from
time to time via trust conversions, credit balances administered by
the CQV Trustees via the appointed trust manager to buy low cost
goods and services. The conversions that credit the Pre-paid credit
will vary by beneficiary depending on their needs and wants. 

Q

A

If I provide you with a list of clients and you
make contact via mailshot or whatever, will
they know where you got their details from?

Q

Yes, in the same way as MATRIXFREEDOM Member referrals work
now. Affiliates make referrals, the referred Member will receive an
email (and soon a WhatsApp) that invites them to the
MATRIXFREEDOM/MM platform. The Affiliates name is detailed on
the email (WhatsApp) message. Referred Members that proceeds
with paying a fee to become SPC and or access their CQV Trust will
generate initial and ongoing commissions for the Affiliate. 

A

If you consider what is happening currently in
the world today in terms of controlling us in all
aspects of our life there seems to be a little of
this in this proposal.

Q

I set MATRIXFREEDOM up for the benefit of its Members. Going
forward there will be a Counsel of Members to assist in the
steering of the community. Currency creation is unlimited, there is
no need to fear profits unless they are being used to fuel dark
energy motives. Without profits the parallel economy can't be
created, nor can the Sovereign territories. MATRIXFREEDOM is and
always be driven by light energy motives.

A
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Will MM members would be restricted from
accessing vendors outside of MM?

Vendors will be permitted to sell their goods and services to one
Member/CQV Beneficiary as a trial Vendor. Being advertised to the
MM Members as a full Vendor requires the Vendor to sign up as a
MATRIXFREEDOM Affiliate and make a sufficient number of
referrals to MATRIXFREEDOM. 

Q

A

Your fees are also quite high. In the US there
seems to be a rule that a trustee can charge
between 5 - 10%.

Q

Trustees in the US are not using their fees to build a parallel
economy of, energy, water, communications, food and health
services, nor are they planning on financing independent
Sovereign territories. 

A

Can we view the charges or amounts that the
trustee is taking from us?

Q

10% of funds drawn down for purchases. 25% of tax recoupments A

Can I not just get cash into my account?Q

No, the trust must buy goods or services. Cash is generated via tax
recoupment, of payments and mortgage securities.

A
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Am I eligible to join the platform in my current
membership status?

Only SPC’s can join as Members/consumers 

Q

A

Can I come along to you office to see the set up
and meet the people ?

Q

Yes once SPC accredited A

I haven't been told of any success stories. If
you had done it for me I would be happy to tell
others. 

Q

We provide evidence of the component track record in my
presentations for accredited SPC’s. Others are accessing their CQV
Trusts, we will be doing the same and much more very soon  

A

Am I correct in thinking there are funds
available to help build businesses, existing or
otherwise?

Q

Yes, we will be setting up a Private Bank to fund business projects
and expansion via loans at 0% interest, the loans will be cancelled
by the Private bank after 1 year. 

A
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When you require money ongoing on a daily
basis, can say 50k or 100k be drawn down and
transferred into an ordinary current bank
account or into a new account set up by my
trustee?

Q

The trust is for purchases of goods and services and tax
recoupments. The Abundance program will come online in 2023,
this will generate infinite returns. CQV Trustees will manage a trust
bank account for each beneficiary. Members already have their
own Strawman bank account/s. Trust purchases must be made via
the trust bank account as the property belongs to the trust. Tax
recoupments (payments and mortgages) are paid into the trust
bank account and released to the Member less the CQV Trustee
fees. If there is a need for business funding CQV may be able to
provide this via its intended Private Bank facility. 

A

So that all Members of Matrix Freedom can
benefit, if they so choose to...I'm just
wondering how to establish a platform for
those services to be advertised.

Q

MATRIXFREEDOM Members will access the MM platform via their
MATRIXFREEDOM platform account, MM and its vendor services
will be available like Amazon platform 

A

Can you remind me what sort of currency we
would be using?

Q

There is no need for bartering as currency creation is unlimited.
One of the USP’s to attract Vendors is they are not required to
compete on price, they compete on quality and their platform
rating and network credits 

A
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My business is a business to business, so I was
wondering what part of my business I could
make retail to sell to the Marketplace.

Q

BtoB funding is best solved via CQV Trustees Private Bank funding
with 0% interest and cancelled debt. Ultimately there is always a
consumer buying products and services. The BtoB business can
refer the end consumer to MATRIXFREEDOM and benefit via
consumer spending. 

A

USEFUL LINKS

MATRIXFREEDOM MARKETPLACE - HERE 
https://matrixfreedom.life/mm-marketplace/

The MATRIXFREEDOM Freedom Plan HERE
https://matrixfreedom.life/the-freedom-plan/

STEP OUT OF THE MATRIX TO FREEDOM
BY JOINING MATRIXFREEDOM’S PRIVATE

MEMBERS ASSOCIATION, BECOME A
SECURED PARTY – CREDITOR (SPC)

https://matrixfreedom.life/mm-marketplace/
https://matrixfreedom.life/mm-marketplace/
https://www.abovetopsecret.com/forum/thread1314728/pg1
https://matrixfreedom.life/the-freedom-plan/
https://matrixfreedom.life/the-freedom-plan/
https://www.matrixfreedom.life/linktree%20%20https:/www.matrixfreedom.life/linktree
https://www.matrixfreedom.life/linktree%20%20https:/www.matrixfreedom.life/linktree

